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Nicole Metzler
Sports Co-Editor
The Anchor is not the only 
news outlet at Hope College. 
For those who are looking to get 
their information on the screen, 
Hope Update, the college’s stu­
dent-run broadcast show, may 
be the best option.
Hope Update is exactly what 
it sounds like: a news show for 
the student body. Thanks to a 
renovation of the Martha Mill­
er television studio last sum­
mer, media students are fully 
equipped to put together a pro­
gram every week.
The show is filmed every 
Tuesday night, and edited and 
uploaded to their YouTube 
channel on Wednesdays. Up­
date is now on their second sea­
son, pulling in an average of 115 
views per episode this semester 
alone. The production began 
as an idea by director Michael 
Barrows. (15).
“I wanted to use the studio 
because we just got new camer­
as and a new tricaster system,” 
Barrows said, “No one was us­
ing it, so I made the suggestion
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STAY CLASSY HOPE COLLEGE— Hope Update anchors w a r m  up for one of their weekly 
shows. The unrecognized organization Is in its Infancy, as it started this past fall.
to start a news show."
Hope Update is not yet an 
official club or organization 
on campus, but communica­
tion professor Choonghee Han 
stands as their advisor. Working 
alongside him is Hope’s broad­
cast engineer, Jose “Freddy" 
Velazquez, as one of the pro­
ducers. As mentioned, Barrows 
directs the show, calling most 
of the shots and working the 
tricaster switcher in the control
room.
There are a number of seg­
ments in the show. The main 
anchors are Duncan MacLean 
(’16) and Nicole Metzler (16).
They report on global and na­
tional news with a satirical spin, 
much like Saturday Night Live’s 
Weekend Update. Entertain­
ment is hosted by Taylor Jones 
(16), lifestyle is presented by 
Rachel Hayden (16), campus 
news comes from Mariza Man- 
dujano (15), and sports is han­
dled by Sarah Gould (16).
The first season of Update 
made use of Hope’s scenic cam­
pus and the large green screen 
in the studio. The anchors were 
seen dealing out the news in 
front of places like Dimnent 
Chapel and Phelps Dining Hall. 
With the installation of new vir­
tual sets for season two, Update 
looks to be presenting in a stu­
dio setting, when really, they’re 
still in front of the green screen.
“The virtual sets enable us to 
create dynamic programing and 
make it more interesting for the 
audience,” MacLean said. “It 
also gives us good training be­
cause they are used frequently 
in the real world. It’s all about 
getting ready for the real world.” 
Update is in fact giving me­
dia students a way to practice 
and hone their skills, whether it 
be on camera, directing, man­
aging sound, operating camera 
or editing the final piece. The 
students are on their own with 
minimal help, so it is truly a 
student-run operation.
With a student body of over 
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Broadcasting focused communication majors attended a global media conference this week
Duncan MacLean
Campus Co-Editor
This past week a group of 
students from the communica­
tion department travelled nearly 
2,000 miles in order to broaden 
their broadcasting expertise. 
A team of 11 people, nine stu­
dents and two faculty advisors, 
attended and participated in the 
National Association of Broad­
casters (NAB) and Broadcasting 
Educators Association (BEA) 
conferences in Las Vegas, Ne­
vada.
These conferences attract a 
worldwide community of broad­
casting students, professionals 
and educators all focused on 
improving their craft and pre­
paring young professionals to 
enter the cut-throat industry of 
multimedia.
Led by Professor Choonghee 
Han and the communication 
department’s technical engineer 
Jose Velazquez, nine students 
interested in pursuing careers 
in media were able to immerse 
themselves in the industry they 
will soon be attempting to break 
into. With everything from Go- 
Pro to CNN, there was no short-
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EXPERIENCING VEGAS— Students get a taste of professional equipment at the N a ­
tional Broadcasters Association conference and the Valley of Fire national park. C a non 
sh o w c a s e d  their state-of-the-art c a m e r a  equipment and allowed student testing.
age of opportunity for the stu­
dents.
The BEA conference cen­
tered on the education of stu­
dents and young professionals. 
Students, professors and vet­
erans from the media indus- 
try participated in panel-style
lectures with this goal in mind. 
The topic of the lectures ranged 
from “making the most out of 
your student broadcast” to “al­
ternative careers in media”. “The 
sessions were incredible,” Parker 
Osterink (’16) said, "I learned a 
lot about the industry you just
can't in a classroom setting.” Ni­
cole Metzler (’16), another stu­
dent on the trip, said, “The lec­
tures were very cool; I am more 
interested in written journalism, 
and it was exciting to see that 
there are a lot of opportunities 
out there for writers, even in the
broadcasting world.”
Over the course of the three 
days the students attended the 
conference, there were over 100 
lectures and panel discussions 
that happened at BEA. The stu­
dents had the freedom of roam­
ing around the conference and 
attending the lectures they were 
most interested in. If banquet 
halls and question-and-answer 
forums became boring, howev­
er, the NAB conference was just 
across the street.
NAB showcased the technol­
ogy behind multimedia. From 
cinematography to broadcast 
news, this conference had it all. 
Technology giants like Canon, 
Nikon and Sony all had huge 
presences at the conference. 
Unlike BEA, NAB did not have 
programming for the students to 
attend. The tech conference fea­
tured over 1,700 companies and 
spanned three convention halls 
totaling over 1 million square 
feet at the Las Vegas Conven­
tion Center. “It was impossible 
to see it all, but we gave it our 
best shot," said Metzler. 
see VEGAS, page 2
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Seniors take note; you might want to finish this list 
before your college career kicks the bucket.
Pago 7
A TEARFUL FAREWELL
The Anchor’s EIC Says Goodbye
Jimmy C h a m p a n e  (‘15) is graduating this year, so he 
thought he’d leave his favorite part of college right.
Pago 10
W h a t ’s Inside 1 W orld 3______1 A rts 5 1 Features 7 [ Voices 8 [ Sports 11
= _ _ _ _  Perspectives — — --- — —W e ’ve got spring fever
.... . _  Photo by Lindsay TimmermanFLING THE SPRINGS— Students enjoy a w a r m  afternoon at 
last year’s Spring Fling. Hope College has done a great job in 
the past for setting up the event.
T his W eek at H ope
Thursday April 23
Washington Honors Internship 
Opportunities Luncheon
David Litts will s h o w c a s e ,  “H o w  
Public Policies H e l p e d  Create a 
Social M o v e m e n t  - A  ‘Z e r o  Suicide’ 
Airforce.” H e  is sharing his past e x p e ­
riences in public health while living in 
D.C. T h e  l u nc h e o n  begins at 1 1  a.m. 
in the M a a s  C o nf e r e n c e  R o o m .
Thursday April 23
History of an Idea: 3 D  Printing 
from the Beginning
Dr. D o u g l a s  N e c k e r s  (’6 0 )  will s h o w  
a presentation o n  3 D  printing in the 




This Friday a n d  Saturday, c o m e  cel­
ebrate your t i m e  at H o p e .  R e u n i o n s  
for the classes of 1 9 6 5 , 1 9 7 0 , 1 9 8 0  
a n d  1 9 8 5  will take place. M o r e  
information at 6 1 6 - 3 9 5 - 7 2 5 0 .
In B rief
COMMENCEMENTCEREMONY
The 2015 commencement 
celebration will begin on Sunday, 
May 3 with the Baccalaureate 
worship service. There will be 
one service at 9:30 a.m. and 
another at 11:30 a.m. Attendance 
is optional. Both services will last 
about one hour. Grad candidates 
should wear caps and gowns. 
Line up near the DeWitt flagpole 
30 minutes before the start of each 
service. Following worship there 
will be an on-campus brunch 
running from 10:45a.m. - 2 p.m. 
The official commencement 
ceremony will begin at 3 p.m. 
at Ray and Sue Smith Stadium. 
Graduates should arrive no later 
than 2:30 p.m. dressed in their 
cap and gown with their name 
card. The ceremony will last 
approximately two hours and 
will ;be live streamed at hope, 
edu/live. If you have questions 
about the commencement 
schedule or accommodations, 
including on-campus dining 
tickets, parking information, rain 
locations, tickets or the like, the 
commencement resource center 
will be open Saturday, May 2 
from 12- 4p.m. as well as May 3 
from 9 a.m. to l.p.m.
MAYDAY
A reminder that May Day is on 
April 24, from 1:30 to 6:30 p.m. 
nJ.©, will be necessary to sign up, 
and you should bring it on May 
Day itself. Please do not forget it. 
The list of houses are as follows: 
1) Yellowtail: 46 East 13th street 
1:30- 2:30 p.m. 2) Yellow
submarine: 112 East 15th street 
2:30-3:30 p.m. 3) Caboose: 202 
East 15th street 3:30-4:30 p.m. 
(hotdogs). 4) Youth Group: 202 
East 14th street 4:30-5:30 p.m. 5) 
GRCH: 264 13th street 5:30-6:30 
p.m.
CAMPUS’NOTE .
We’d like to take a moment to 
thank our readers. We have had 
a fantastic time writing this year. 
We hope you will continue to 
read and give us feedback.
♦ UPDATE, from page 1
3,300, having only 115 viewers 
a week may seem small, but the 
crew takes it as a success.
“There were weeks last se­
mester where we'd only get 30 
views, so having viewers in the 
hundreds is definitely an im­
provement,” Barrows said. “Ide­
ally, we’d like more, but we’ll take 
what we can get.”
While students around Hope 
are gearing up for exam week and 
planning their summer activities, 
the crew at Update is already get­
ting ready for season three.
“We would like to see higher 
viewership and more in-depth 
coverage of things going on 
around campus, as well as more 
people on crew so that we could 
do more with our content,” Ma- 
cLean said.
Be sure to follow Hope Up­
date on Facebook (Hope Up­
date), Twitter (@HopeUpdate) 
and Instagram (@HopeUpdate4) 
and subscribe to their YouTube 
channel by searching for the 
show’s title. Get in contact with 
MacLean at duncan.maclean@ 
hope .edu or Metzler at nicole. 
metzler@hope.edu for more in­
formation.
♦ VEGAS, from page 1
Professor Han got in on the 
action at the BEA awards show 
Monday night. Every year BEA 
takes submissions of content 
from students and professors 
alike in categories ranging from 
sports productions to application 
design. Professor Han was invit­
ed to present the awards for stu­
dent and faculty documentary. 
The awards show featured stellar 
work from all over the country, 
and while Hope’s department 
did not submit anything for this 
year’s conference according to 
Michael Barrows (‘15), there are 
big plans for a production sub­
mission next year.
The final night of the confer­
ence featured a large-scale job 
fair. All the companies present, as 
well as representatives from doz­
ens of media affiliates, opened 
their booths for aspiring profes­
sionals. Following the job fair a 
meet-and-greet session was held 
where communication students 
could do what they do best: com­
municate. They used the time to 
connect with professionals and 
other students in a relaxed, fun 
atmosphere.
The trip was not all business, 
however. Students got to escape 
the convention center in the af­
ternoons and enjoy the beautiful 
landscapes of Nevada. The group 
visited the Hoover Dam and the 
Red Rock and Valley of Fire na­
tional parks. They also got one 
night to walk the Las Vegas strip 
that the convention was conve­
niently nestled in.
The communication students 
returned to Hope on Thursday 
with a reinvigorated love for their 
major and plenty of new tech­
niques, toys and tricks to try out. 
Check out all of Hope College’s 
media outlets to see the results. 
The Anchor, W T H S  and Hope 
Update all pump out fresh con­
tent at least weekly, so tune in to 




Hope College is a wonder­
ful place in the springtime, and 
here we are. There are a few big 
events happening this week, 
and everyone should attend at 
least some of them. The biggest 
of these events is Spring Fling.
Spring Fling begins at 3 p.m., 
as all classes are dismissed at 
that point. Within Spring Fling, 
there are activities for all stu­
dents to participate in.
The Push kicks off Spring 
Fling, as teams of four race gro­
cery carts around the block that 
encompasses the Pine Grove. A 
squad of junior cross country 
runners have previously ap­
peared as the Bath Boys and the 
Sexy Librarians previously and 
as the costumes are always hi­
larious.
Spring Fling is one of the 
biggest community activities 
because everyone is outside 
hanging around in the Pine 
Grove. Games are happening 
everywhere from corn-hole to 
Frisbee to croquet. Hope has 
had rip-cords and inflatable 
structures in the past that are 
expected to be back this year.
Live music has also been a 
tradition of Spring Fling, as lo­
cal and cover bands have rocked 
out in the Pine Grove in recent
years.
There is also a cook-out for 
Spring Fling, which is charged 
to each student’s meal plan. 
Phelps will be closed during 
Spring Fling. Burgers and hot­
dogs are the usual sustenance, 
and nothing quite beats eating 
outside. Students are encour­
aged to participate in the day’s
festivities and enjoy themselves 
before the final stretch that 
is exam week. From what I’ve 
heard, SAC is also giving away 
freebies that would be consid­
ered “out of the box” for Hope 
College’s giveaways. Even if you 
can only stop by for an hour, 
it will definitely be worth your 
while.
presents—
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P  ERSPECTIVESAmerica: Looking toward a golden future
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W orld Co-Editor
Nations rise and fall with the 
sands oftime. Great empires have 
been with us since the beginning 
of human history and those that 
have lasted the test of time are 
former shadows of themselves 
today. As the millennium came 
to a close, America has looked 
toward the 21st century with 
great hope. The fall of the Soviet 
Union, along with the collapse of 
communist regimes across the 
globe signaled what appeared 
to be a new era of international 
democracy.
But, as it stands today the 
world is a more dangerous place 
than ever. The rise of terrorism 
and old enemies threatens 
Americas position as the last 
remaining global superpower.
Equally, on the home front, 
Americans face insurmountable 
hardships. From the collapse of 
a housing market that has yet 
to recover from the millions 
of underwater mortgages, to a 
stagnant job market that does 
not seem to be improving, 
things have been getting tough. 
There is even talk among the 
populace of a growing threat to 
economic prosperity in the form
of income inequality. Wages are 
flat and many businesses are 
under constant assault from an 
over bearing central government 
that can’t seem to control the 
onslaught of regulations day in 
and day out.
But for those who look toward 
Congress and other elected 
leaders to make a difference, 
they will surely be disappointed. 
Our electoral system is broken 
some would say, and built 
upon the scrupulous campaign 
promises from power hungry 
candidates.
With the upcoming elections, 
many are discouraged by the 
prospects of the future with 
tired politicians entering the 
political arena once again, only 
to recycle the same old rhetoric. 
Many have lost faith in the 
current administration and see 
the president acting on his own 
will against the wishes of the 
American people.
However, there is always a 
better tomorrow. There is no 
doubt that some in this world 
would relish the decadent 
decline of the United States, 
fortunately that is not a path 
set in stone. We the people of 
the United States of America 
have a duty to uphold, one given
Photo Courtesy of A ssociated Press
A GREAT NATION- The American Flag stands proud during 
the national anthem at the start of a baseball game. A  symbol 
of freedom across the globe, America is a still a force for good 
and the last best hope for all of mankind.
to us more than 230 years ago. 
The founders saw it fit to create 
the first free nation on Earth. 
Bestowing upon its citizens 
unalienable rights, of them, the 
right to life, liberty and pursuit 
of happiness.
And establishing a free 
system of governance that could 
never supersede these divine 
rights or face abolishment by 
the people. Over these last 300
years, we have drifted from 
the message that the founders 
engraved in our constitution.
If we seek a better life for our 
families and future generations, 
then it is up to us to bring the 
folds of government back to 
our control. This means holding 
our civic leaders accountable 
for their transgressions and 
becoming a more active 
citizenry in our local and state
matters. Change begins from 
within, but it is at times a slow 
and tiresome process.
It will take years to undo the 
damage done by those who have 
sought to enforce progressive 
principles to expand the reach 
and power of the central 
government.
But, if we make a valiant 
effort to return to our roots 
and strengthen our nation at 
its core, there is no evil that we 
cannot defeat; no obstacle both 
foreign and domestic that will 
stand in our way. For a golden 
future lies ahead, and destiny 
awaits for America to realize its 
true potential, as the greatest 
experiment in human history.
Editors Note: For more than two 
years now, it has been an honor to 
work with the talented members of 
the Anchor staff. I have the had the 
privilege of learning some incredible 
skills, and in the process have 
gained new insights into the world of 
journalism. But most of all I have had 
the opportunity to meet some amazing 
folks. I want to thank Jimmy, Hannah, 
Alex, Shubham, Hope, Amber, Alek, 
Duncan Nicole and Kyle for their 
support. Without you, I surely would 
not have made it this far. So, goodbye 
and farewell for now. And may your 
futures bring great success.
Tuesday April 28m  Wednesday April 29
Look for the Restore Truck at,.
2:00 - 2:50 p,m, Flagpole & special requests 5:00 - 5:50 p.m.,13th street behind Lichty
Keppel House Parking Lot 
■arkina Lot
6:00 ~ 6:50 p.m. Koflfn parking lot 
7:00 - 7:10 p m. Fairbanks apartments
SHOP. DONATE. VOLUNTEER. II (616) 399-7006 for pick up requwte
The European 
Union faces the 
challenge of 
rising migrants 
and h u m a n  




In recent weeks, the Europe­
an Union (EU) has been going 
through a big problem of mi­
gration. Due to Italy’s proxim­
ity to Northern Africa, a great 
number of boats traffic people 
from one continent to the other. 
In regards to this, EU leaders 
have claimed that they will be 
strengthening patrolling servic­
es in the coastal region. They are 
planning to discuss this in the 
emergency summit EU leaders 
will hold tomorrow.
During this meeting a lot of 
focus will be on Italy as it is one 
of the countries that is highly af­
fected by this issue.
Moreover, during these re­
cent events of human traffick­
ing it has been seen that a lot 
of these boats originally take off 
from Libya. Human smugglers 
have been taking advantage of 
the political situation in the 
country in order to carry mi­
grants from Libya to Italy.
Most migrants are concerned 
with the struggle they have to 
face in a politically and econom­
ically unstable continent. Most 
are afraid of being forced to re­
turn home.
FULL HOUSE- A  boat filled 
with migrants landing on the 
Island of Lampedusa
“We discussed all possible 
means of support for the forma­
tion of a government of national 
unity in Libya," said EU Foreign 
Policy chief, Federica Mogh- 
erini.
He stated so when discuss­
ing the 10-point plan that the 
EU leaders are going to talk bn 
when they meet. A lot of this 
came into attention when a 
migrant boat sank in the Medi­
terranean, sinking hundreds of 
people fleeing Africa.
“Search and rescue is only 
one part. We need to go after 
traffickers, help stabilize these 
countries,” said United Kingdom 
Prime Minister, David Camer­
on. He also added that it “was a 
dark day for Europe."
In midst of all this tension, 
Italian Prime Minister, Matteo 
Renzi, has said that military in­
tervention in Libya is not under 
discussion. He has suggested 
sorts of “targeted interventions” 
in specific areas that could bring 
down people-smugglers.
PerspectivesElection 2 0 1 6  and why voting matters
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NUMBERS DON’T LIE— A  political m e m o  shows the problem with the U.S. congress having 




Some might say that the Unit­
ed States is falling apart. People 
on both sides of the political 
spectrum are proposing reforms 
and actions that the other deems 
“sinful,” causing our government 
to grind slowly and painfully to 
a loud, screeching stop every 
once in a while, followed by an 
uninspired spending bill that 
gets passed either at the last sec­
ond before Washington, D.C. 
goes into a shutdown or days 
after the fact. We, as citizens of 
the United States, love to solely 
blame the men and women that 
we elected to represent us.
What if politicians were not 
responsible for the troubles that 
we are experiencing today? In an 
article posted on PolitiFact.com, 
Nai Issa and Louis Jacobson ex­
amined the claim that had been 
set forth by an infamous meme, 
and found that the claim of Con­
gress having only an 11 percent 
approval rating and a 96 per­
cent incumbency rate is actually 
pretty close to being true. This 
means that although, according 
to various studies done by me­
dia outlets all over the nation, 
the vast majority of people in 
the United States disapprove of 
Congress and how it is operating 
at the moment, an overwhelm­
ing number of these representa­
tives that we supposedly hate so 
much are getting reelected at an 
alarming rate.
This is a problem that needs 
to be fixed before the next elec­
tion if at all possible. According 
to a study done in June of 2014
by the Pew Research Center, “92 
percent of Republicans are to the 
right of the median Democrat, 
while 96 percent of Democrats 
are to the left of the median Re­
publican”
This means that Americans 
are becoming more and more 
polarized as our government 
becomes more and more ‘plu- 
ralized.’ Pluralism is when a 
government— or any collective 
entity for that matter— becomes 
bogged down by multiple in­
terests becoming too powerful, 
making basic processes much 
more difficult than they should 
be. We are the ones who are 
responsible for electing these 
people and putting them into 
power, and therefore, we should 
make strides to attempt to re­
gain some control.
The way that we can take back 
control is at the voting booths. 
Voter turnout has been a bit of 
a problem for the United States 
lately, with 2014 registering re­
cord low numbers since WWII, 
according to an article by Jose 
DelReal from The Washington 
Post. DelReal tells us “the last 
time voter turnout was so low 
during a midterm cycle was in 
1942 when only 33.9 percent of 
eligible voters cast ballots.”
With fewer people voting, 
there are more individuals who 
are on the fringes of both parties 
showing up and getting a larg­
er share of the vote, therefore 
pushing politicians farther and 
farther toward opposite ends of 
the political spectrum.
The polarization of American 
politics, coupled with low voter 
turnout, has brought about neg­
ative change for the country and 
will continue to as long as we are 
complacent as a nation. With 
Hillary Clinton announcing her 
campaign for President in 2016 
for the Democrats, along with 
Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz, Rand 
Paul and others for the Repub­
lican Party, the mudslinging has 
already begun.
News outlets everywhere 
are trying to find ways to make 
candidates look incompetent 
on national television and have 
been successful to some extent 
so far. With the horse race be­
ginning, we can see that we are 
headed down the same path of 
establishment reelection 2016: 
special interests that do not re­
ally have anything to do with
what is wrong with our country, 
being thrust to the forefront of 
the argument by national me­
dia sources, like when an NBC 
reporter asked Rand Paul about 
his views on abortion shortly af­
ter he announced his campaign 
for the presidency.
My “plea” to you is this: Vote 
in 2016, but vote smart. Do some 
research beforehand, and make 
sure that you are making the 
right choice. It may sound like 
a lot of work, but in this age of 
information everything is more 
accessible and takes less time to 
complete.
While there may not be a 
candidate that aligns with each 
and every one of your view­
points, there are plenty of them
out there that do not make it 
into the national debates that 
are better suited for the job than 
George W. Bush and Barack H. 
Obama ever were. Then, after 
you are done doing research on 
presidential candidates, look up 
the candidates for your Senator s 
seat, your Representatives seat, 
your state-level officials and so 
on.
The idea is to become more 
informed so that on Election 
Day you are walking into the 
situation being able to make a 
principled decision that you feel 
comfortable with instead of just 
voting for one party or one can­
didate because you feel an obli­
gation to. This is our problem, so 





43 Hope College students 
from across disciplines flew to 
the western side of the coun­
try last week to present their 
research at the National Con­
ference on Undergraduate Re- 
M M feh held at Eastern Wash- 
||§|pn Umversity in Spokane, 
Washington. For the first time 
?ver, every single Hope student 
submission was accepted. With 
wer 3,700 projects submitted 
:o the conference as a whole, 
this accomplishment reflects 
Hope's academic distinction as 
i top college for undergraduate 
research.
The 2015 NCUR conference 
was from April 16-18, including 
i variety of poster and oral pre­
sentations covering every single 
liscipline from the sciences to 
the performing arts. Hope stu­
dents were able to explore the 
conference and hear about other 
students’ research from around 
the country, and even had some 
:ree time in downtown Spokane.
Jon Anderson (’15) and James Clark (’15) dis­
cuss their research conducted through the 
communication department.
A  group of Mellon Scholars prepare for their “Digital Hol­
land, Michigan” presentation.
Photos Courtesy of Scott Vanderstoep
p Perspectives -“Vagina Monologues” inappropriate for Hope College audience?
Charlyn Pelter
Guest W riter
The show was great, but why 
wasn't it on campus? Hope Col­
lege’s Women’s Issues Organi­
zation (WIO) sponsored a very 
successful production of Eve 
Ensler’s “Vagina Monologues” 2 
months ago. However, the suc­
cess of the show was darkened 
by controversy surrounding the 
venue that hosted it. Despite 
being sponsored by an official 
campus organization, the show 
is prohibited from being held on 
campus by the administration.
“The language and content of 
the Monologues are not consis­
tent with our Christian mission,” 
said Hope College’s public rela­
tions department in a 2007 press 
release. For this reason, the 
show cannot be performed on 
campus despite being sponsored 
by an official campus group.
According to the press re­
lease, the administration does 
not support the “Vagina Mono­
logues” as an appropriate meth­
od for discussing sexuality and 
gender. Little elaboration has 
been added to this initial state­
ment by the administration.
Generations of students have 
struggled against the decision, 
at first just to be able to hold 
the “Vagina Monologues” at all. 
Students have put on the show 
independently, without support 
of the college, for over a decade. 
In December of 2013, WIO was 
given permission to sponsor the 
show after a considerable delay, 
but the show had to be held at 
the Park Theater on a weekday.
Outraged by the lack of sup­
port, Hope alumnus Lauren 
Madison (‘14) started a letter 
campaign last year as part of 
her Women and Gender Stud­
ies senior project. She collected 
dozens of letters in support of 
the Monologues from students, 
alumni, staff, faculty and deans. 
She compiled a booklet of the 
letters she received and present­
ed it to members of the admin­
istration.
“To me, it shows that Hope 
College is not supporting over 
half of its student population,” 
cast member Ashleigh Smith 
(T5) said about the perfor­
mance being held off campus. 
"There are a lot of topics in the 
monologues that are hard to talk
about, but that doesn’t make 
them any less important."
Smith is a Women and Gen­
der Studies major at Hope 
College and a two-year cast 
member of the “Vagina Mono­
logues". This year, despite a lack 
of support from the college, the 
Holland community came out 
strongly in support of the "Va­
gina Monologues," according to 
Smith. Hope Church covered all 
of the rental fees for the Holland 
Civic Theater, which allowed all 
of the proceeds from the perfor­
mances to be donated to chari­
ties. Smith also noted this year’s 
performance raised almost four 
times as much as last year’s De­
cember performance.
Supporters of the “Vagina 
Monologues,” such as director 
and WIO President Brittany 
Bernardi (T5), believe this show 
is important for Hope College 
because of the dialogues that 
it starts. The goal is to create 
awareness for the violence that 
women endure, as well as being 
an empowering event for those 
in the audience and the cast.
Many members of the cam­
pus community understand the 
administration’s hesitancy to 
have the show on campus. Mi­
chael De Witt (T5) attended the 
performance this year and was 
uncomfortable with some of the 
topics that were covered, as well 
as the way they were discussed.
"Most of the population 
would feel uncomfortable lis­
tening to someone shout the C- 
word at them," De Witt said, re­
ferring to the monologue called 
“Reclaiming Cunt,” “It challeng­
es the typical quiet, polite Hope 
student attitude.” De Witt said 
that although he enjoyed the 
show, he could easily see how it 
may not be an appropriate event 
to hold on a Christian campftis]
“Something that we do at 
Hope as a part of the perfor­
mances is to have talkbacks af­
terwards to give the audience 
some time to process what they 
just experienced. These talk- 
backs have been great ways to 
show how the process of creat­
ing the monologues is so vital 
to the show,” Bernardi said. The 
talkbacks, which occur imme­
diately after each performance, 
are an important way to bridge 
the gap between supporters and 
those with reservations about 
the monologues. It provides an 
honest, safe forum to talk about 
the strengths and weaknesses of 
the show.
The production is a benefit 
show to raise money and aware­
ness for the One Billion Rising 
Movement as well as the Cen­
ter for Women in Transition 
(CWIT). One Billion Rising is 
a national call to action to stop 
violence against women around 
the globe. CWIT is a local or­
ganization that helps men and 
women who are victims and sur­
vivors of domestic violence.
The “Vagina Monologues" 
support these charities as part 
of an ongoing mission to put an 
end to violence against women.CultureWorks gallery covers #BlackLivesMatter m o v e m e n t
Amber Lee Carnahan
Arts Co-Editor
On Friday, April 24, the Cul­
tureWorks gallery will feature 
artwork responding to the "Black- 
LivesMatter” movement, including 
pieces from Ferguson, Detroit and 
New York City.
CultureWorks is a Holland, 
Michigan-based, faith inspired 
nonprofit dedicated to making 
culturally relevant art and de­
sign experiences available to in­
dividuals from all backgrounds. 
In keeping with CultureWorks’ 
educational mission, the Cul­
tureWorks gallery is a lab for 
testing ideas and experiments 
in the arts, alongside the com­
munity and in dialogue with stu­
dents and artists.
The “BlackLivesMatter” gal­
lery and the movement overall is 
intended to celebrate individual 
black lives and bring to attention 
the police violence targeted at 
them. On Friday, the exhibit cul­
minates with a community conver­
sation, and reception. The exhibi­
tion intends to use its art to spark 
discussion and allow for growth in 
understanding and compassion.
From 6-7 p.m. artists and
scholars will speak to the broader 
historical and cultural context of 
"BlackLivesMatter.” Speakers in­
clude Hope College professors Dr. 
Fred Johnson and Dr. Jack Mul­
der, gallery-owner George Bayard 
of Bayard Gallery of Fine African 
American Art and Detroit-based 
street artist Eno Laget.
It is intended that the commu­
nity can explore the issue and re­
spond individually and collectively 
to the movement.
This event is free and open to 
the public. All ages are welcome to 
attend. More information can be 
located on cultureworksica.com.
Panel Discussion 6-7 p m  
P R E S E N T I N G  SPEAKERS:
- * Georg© Bayard ■ 1 ■ -idfr ol Boyard 1 illc-'y 
I ne African American Art, VVerr-r Michigan's 
largest gallery devoted to artists of color.
Dr. Fred Johnson III is Associate Professor o! 
History at Hope College in Holland, Michigan.' 
His primary field of study is 19th Century U.S 
History, specifically, the Civil War.
Eno Laget s an acclaimed Detroit-based- street 
artist currently exhibiting in.CultureVv'oflcs'
#  BlackLivesMatter exhibit..
Dr. Jack Mulder is Professor of Philosophy cr . . 
Hope College and specializes'in topics of rCKse.'Vv - 
religion, and ethics. ' • i.oCvt.. -
T h e A n c h o r
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T H E  T I 1 T A E  E T A  
Songs to get you through the 
last few study sessions of yout 
undergraduate career
1. “1957” by Milo Greene
2. “For Y o u ” by Angus and Julia Stone
3. “Ends of the Earth” by Lord Huron
4. “King and Lionheart” by O f  Monsters an
5. “Old Pine” by Ben Howard
6. “Beach Baby” by B o n  Iver
7. “To Be Alone With You” by Sufjan Steve
8. “Thirteen Sad Farewells” by Stu Larsen
9. “Darling” by Bella Ruse
10. “W h a t  Y o u ’re Thinking” by Passenger
11. “Rivers and Roads” by The Head And T
12. “Even B o m  Again” by Sarah Jaffe
13. “First Time” by Vance Joy
14. “Hello M y  Old Heart” by T h e  O h  Hello
15. “To W h o m  it May Concern” by The Civ
C  O  H  £  IT C  E  H i l l  
S U N D A Y  ( S C M E D t l
• Baccalaureate Worship Services: 9
11:30 a.m., Dimnent Chapel
• Brunch On-Campus: 10:45 
a.m.- 2:00 p.m., Phelps Dining 
Hall or Cook Dining Hall
• C o m m e n c e m e n t  Ceremony:
3:00 p.m., Ray and Sue Smih Stadi 
er location: DeVos Fieldhouse)
By Lindsay Timmerman, Features Editt
T H J E  F I I T A I .  B U C K E T  E I g T  
10 things to do before you walk o n  M a y  3
1. Eat at Phelps. Shmooze a meal pass off an underclassman, if you 
have to, and remember: it’s the quality of the experience, not the 
food, that matters.
2. “Visit” Nykerk. C o m e  fall, the landmark will be demolished, so 
this applies to everyone. The number of nights w e  can spend hud­
dled under the stars overlooking campus are numbered, if you k n o w  
what I mean.
3. Take a stand. For example, I a m  taking this opportunity to let the 
administration k n o w  that I will not be making any donations to 
H o p e  until the school’s “Position Statement o n  H u m a n  Sexuality” 
has been m a d e  more inclusive or done away with completely.
4. Catch u p  with your friends from freshman year. If you’ve lost 
touch with the girls from your cluster, your favorite lab partners or 
your buddies from orientation, n o w  is the time to meet up to talk 
about h o w  quickly time has passed.
5. H e a d  to the lake for one last sunset. A n d  be sure to hit Captain 
Sundae o n  your way home.
6. A s k  your crush out for coffee. Best case scenario: H e  or she says 
yes, and you have a lovely time getting to k n o w  each other. Worst 
case scenario: H e  or she says no, and you both go your separate 
ways. Either way, the number of times you’ll cross paths in the 
Pine Grove is approaching the single digits, so you had better move 
quickly.
7. Play a round of frolf. If you d o n ’t k n o w  the course, visit www.hope. 
edu/student/development/ffisbeegolf.htm (and please, try not to 
hit anybody).
8. Have breakfast at the Windmill. And, be sure to order one of their 
famous cinnamon rolls. They’re as big as your face and deliciously 
fattening.
9. G o  to the Gathering. This Sunday at 8 p.m,, D e an  of the Chapel 
Trygve Johnson has invited seniors to dress 
u p  and participate in the annual Rope of 
Hope. I’ll be the one standing along the left 
wall in the back, sniffling profusely.
10. Send some thank you notes. If the sen­
timentality of graduation season has you 
reminiscing about great professors, mentors, 
supervisors and coaches of semesters past, 
n o w  is the time to say thanks.
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Closing down the cafeteria
Grace Fowler 
Guest Columnist
-nJfcfctoe were an award for the 
last i student to leave the cafete­
ria after meal times are over, I 
would win by a landslide. In fact, 
there might not even be a com­
petition.
Sometimes, I don’t even no­
tice that I am the last person to 
leave because I am so involved in 
a conversation with someone. If 
I am really involved in a conver­
sation with someone I feel like 
I am in a little bubble because I 
don’t really notice what is going 
on around me, and I don’t check 
the time.
Usually the staff is pretty 
good about just cleaning around 
me and not being irritated that I 
am loitering. However, one time 
I was actually asked to leave be­
cause it was over half an hour af­
ter closing time, and they need­
ed to finish cleaning.
One of the disadvantages of 
going to such a small school is 
the fact that our cafeterias have 
set hours and specific meal 
times. Some of my friends that 
go to bigger schools have caf­
eterias that are open 24 hours 
a day. And maybe this is a good 
thing for me because I would to­
tally go get a midnight snack, if it 
was an option. Once a semester 
the dining hall opens up late at 
night for “breakfast.” And if I re­
call correctly, it is during finals 
week, and so it is much needed 
for many students.
My friends have started to 
catch on that I overstay my wel­
come in the cafeteria, and they 
make jokes out of it. And I join 
in on these jokes because they 
are 100 percent true, and I’m  not 
denying it. In fact, I am proud 
of it. When I stay later than ev­
eryone else, it is because I am 
having such a deep, funny or 
philosophical conversation with 
someone that I could not possi­
bly wrap it up before the meal is 
technically “over.” These conver­
sations are always much needed, 
and sometimes they are my fa­
vorite part of my day.
On some weeks when I am 
too busy to really hang out with 
anyone, meal times are the only 
time I have to actually spend 
time with my friends. Often 
times, meal times are my study 
breaks. And I can’t let myself 
feel bad about taking a break 
because if I don’t eat, my brain 
won’t be able to keep up.
If I had my way, I would keep 
the dining hall open 24/7 with 
limited snacks available because 
it provides for a really nice area 
to study. Phelps dining Hall was 
just redone this year, and they 
have made it much more cozy. 
There is even a little nook with a 
fireplace! My favorite kind of ta­
ble to study at is a booth because 
they are comfortable, and I am 
able to spread across the whole 
table. I am such a nerd that I can 
envision myself studying late at 
night in one of the booths in the 
dining hall and absolutely loving 
it. The only thing that would be 
missing would be a whiteboard, 
an essential for anyone in sci­
ence classes.
Unfortunately, there is no 
“Last One to Leave” award. 
However, just for the fun of it, I 
might make my own award and 
display it.
W hy  the recent fascination with income 
inequality is misguided
H o p e  College Economics Department presents the 
winners for the “Markets and Morality” essay contest
Alexander Belica 
Contest Winner
In the 2016 election cycle, 
the old theme of income in­
equality is again likely to rear 
its head. The refrain of the rich 
getting richer while the poor get 
poorer has been a populist cry 
ever since Karl Marx proposed 
his Law of Increasing Poverty. 
Despite an increased gap in in­
comes between the richest and 
poorest earners in recent years, 
Marx’s dire predictions about 
a divided society will prove no 
more valid today.
Proponents of income re­
distribution argue that income 
inequality gives increasing 
political clout to affluent indi­
viduals who modify the rules 
to make themselves wealthier 
at society’s expense. They ar­
gue income inequality will lead 
to class warfare or, at the very 
least, a large decline in the mid­
dle class. The fatal conceit of 
those who decry the horrors of 
a widening income gap is that it 
ignores the dynamic nature of 
an economy based on free en­
terprise. The modern American 
economy is more dynamic than
Marx or any 19th-century theo­
rist could ever have imagined.
The recent increase in in­
equality isn’t mainly caused 
by the already wealthy getting 
richer. It is those darn new su­
perstars who are to blame. Glo­
balization has made it possible 
for those who are incredibly tal­
ented to reap enormous returns 
from their skills, earnings that 
would never have been possible 
50 years ago. Bill Gates, Beyonce 
and Derek Jeter for instance, all 
started from virtually nothing, as 
did two-thirds of today's billion­
aires. These individuals became 
fabulously wealthy because they 
were among the best in their re­
spective industries, and global 
markets allowed them to cash 
in by selling their products to 
hundreds of millions of people. 
Yesterday’s stars just didn’t have 
access to a market of the same 
scale.
This conclusion is supported 
by more than mere anecdote. 
Heritage Foundation Scholar 
David Azerrad notes that if we 
rounded up and shipped off the 
0.1 percent of income earners 
(the top 10 percent of the infa­
mous one percenters), we would 
instantly return inequality to the 
levels of the 1960s, which are 
often cited as the golden years 
of income equality. Shipping off 
the top 136,080 taxpayers, how­
ever, would likely make the U.S. 
a less entertaining and substan­
tially more unemployed place. 
Our nation's music playlists,
sports fields and tech compa­
nies would look very different.
Citing statistics on inequal­
ity might be the best way to stir 
up a crowd of young underem­
ployed college graduates, but 
the truth of the matter is that 
everyone should be more fo­
cused on the issue of economic 
mobility. Can the rich lose it 
all? Can the poor work their 
way to wealth? As long as the 
answer to both of these ques­
tions is “yes,” Marx’s vision of 
class warfare will never come 
true.
The Urban Institute finds 
that most people in the U.S. 
(51.4 percent) experience pov­
erty before they turn 65. Gener­
ally it happens at a younger age 
and is not sustained; about a 
third of people in poverty exit it 
each year. These statistics dem­
onstrate how economic mobil­
ity is still very much alive in 
America today.
That is not to say everyone 
is able to escape the grasp of 
poverty, but increasing taxes on 
the rich will do little to provide 
a sustainable solution. Existing 
government programs spend 
billions each year trying to 
combat the causes of poverty. 
For many of these programs, 
there is little solid evidence to 
prove they are effective; some 
are likely even harmful. Let’s 
focus our existing resources to 
ensure that we are not perpetu­
ating poverty before we call for 
more taxes on our most suc­
cessful citizens.
Dear Hope College Atheists, Jews, Muslims, Buddists and outcasts
. e Amanda Littleton
oi zniFw Arts Co-Editor
I’m  not speaking for all of 
Hope’s Christians, of course, 
but I’ve been here for four years 
now, and I’ve noticed a trend: we 
all lie. To God. To each other. 
And to ourselves.
The secret is this: we all suck. 
We Christians are hypocrites. 
Some of us drink Saturday
nights and pray Sunday morn­
ings, while others know the bi- 
ble so well they condemn those 
who haven’t heard of it in the 
first place. We hold grudges and 
withhold grace. We give more 
money to Sperry and Starbucks 
than we do the poor.
Most Christians think that 
they can hide this from you. 
They want your admiration and 
respect because they fear that, 
without it, God may not respect 
them either. I mean— think 
about it— the most admirable 
people in the world are seeming­
ly flawless. From saints to celeb­
rities, the public is unforgiving 
when it comes to sin. Essentially, 
the public is unforgiving when it 
comes to being human.
Every single non-Christian 
at Hope should know that God 
wants His people to go to church 
because we aren’t perfect. He 
doesn’t expect us to be flawless 
and, in fact, has dedicated him­
self to being our doctor. I think 
that he created church to be like 
a hospital where He is the doc­
tor performing X-rays, illumi­
nating our wounds. If He finds 
something that needs fixing He 
will tell us the steps to take to­
ward health, just like a doctor. 
Sometimes the doctor’s advice is 
easy, like drinking eight bottles 
of water a day, and sometimes, 
it’s tough. Every now and again 
the doctor needs to re-break our 
bones to set them back in place.
Sometimes God does the
same thing to us.
He’s done this to me a lot. By 
going to church I am reminded 
of the times I haven’t stayed true 
to myself, which is why I contin­
ue to attend. It's the hard truth. 
I love Sunday mornings because 
I drink on Saturday nights. I at­
tend bible study to understand 
myself, this world and my God 
more clearly.
So, if you are not a Christian, 
please do not disregard us be­
cause we don’t always practice 
what we preach. I actually think 
that many Christians need to 
preach in order to practice their 
faith, just like peer-reviewing 
someone else's paper in English 
101 can simultaneously help 
with your own writing.
I hope you now understand 
why someone who believes in 
Christ may have wronged you, 
judged you or not loved you in 
the past. Christians simply can­
not measure up to the Lord they 
worship. But I hope that you—  
Hope’s atheist, Jewish, Muslim, 
Buddhist and every other stu­
dent in between— can appreci­
ate that we are trying. Despite 
our human nature and reckless 
youth, we still attempt to drag 
ourselves out of bed and get to 
chapel three times a week.
We are simply trying to un­
derstand what “the good life” is 
and how to get there, figuring it 
out step by step as we go along 
just like you.
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Reconsidering the executive pay ratio
H o p e  College Economics Department presents the 
winners for the “Markets and Morality” essay contest
David Daniels 
Contest Winner
Cries of inequality have 
echoed through Washington 
ever since the Great Recession. 
The panic exacerbated the al­
ready growing divide between 
the rich and poor. A recent Ox- 
fam study stated that those in 
the top one percent will come 
to control over 50 percent 
of the worlds wealth by next 
year - a cause of great concern 
for many. Responding to their 
worried constituents, a small 
group of legislators stepped in, 
quietly tacking on 150 words to 
the massive Dodd-Frank finan­
cial reform act of 2010. This 
provision, known as the execu­
tive pay ratio, mandates firms 
to disclose a ratio comparing 
CEOs salary to the average 
worker’s.
The provision has been the 
subject of much controversy 
and debate - some passing it 
off as nothing more than po­
litical maneuver, while others 
see it as a first step in address­
ing the very real concerns of 
rising inequality. While well 
intentioned, the provision has 
caused more problems than it 
could ever hope to solve. Re­
peating a historical theme we 
have come to know all too well,
the intentions of legislators are 
not aligning with outcomes.
Five years have passed and 
this provision is still a subject of 
intense debate. This stems from 
the fact that the ratio is nearly 
impossible— not to mention 
costly— to measure. As such, 
adoption has been severely lag­
ging. It is hard to comprehend 
why implementation is taking so 
long.
Congress charged the Secu­
rities Exchange Commission 
(SEC) to enforce and modify 
all executive ratio-reporting ef­
forts. In regards to implement­
ing procedure they seemed to 
pose more questions than an­
swers. In fact, their inquiries 
raised 69 questions that prompt­
ed the expansion of the original 
law from 150 words to 162 pages 
of disclosures.
We must remember that any 
law, even once passed, is by no 
means ironclad. Dodd-Frank 
as a whole was hastily passed, 
when the recessionary fires 
burned hot, pressuring legisla­
tors to act decisively. It is by no 
means a perfect solution, very 
much remaining a living docu­
ment subject to modification 
and review.
One such attempt, the “Bur­
densome Data Collection Relief 
Act” (Hayworth, R— NJ), is stuck 
in limbo, continually being mod­
ified and reintroduced. The act 
is in effect a repeal of the execu­
tive pay ratio, on the grounds of 
being passed for political, rather 
than economic and financial 
necessity. The act was met with 
Democratic opposition stating a 
desire for transparency, equity, 
and understanding of pay.
In 2011, Michelle Bachman, 
(R-MI) attempted to repeal 
Dodd-Frank as a whole; how­
ever, she failed to obtain bipar­
tisan support. She says “Dodd- 
Frank grossly expanded the 
federal government beyond its 
jurisdictional boundaries. It 
gave Washington bureaucrats 
the power to interpret and en­
force the legislation with little 
oversight.” Justifiably so, many 
share her concern. Dodd- 
Frank afforded the federal gov­
ernment power, both including 
and far greater than the SEC 
reporting of a pay ratio. These 
“unreviewable” powers include 
the formation of independent 
agencies to regulate so-called 
“shadow banks.”
The debate ensues on what 
to do to “check" these new­
found government powers at 
the prestigious Committee on 
Banking, Housing and Urban 
Affairs. Proposed solutions are 
to either dismantle, move un­
der the treasury department, 
or require simple majority to 
overrule decisions. However, 
to date the issue still remains 
unsolved, sitting in committee.
For now it seems, compa­
nies must assume the provi­
sion will go into effect and plan 
accordingly. It has been seven 
years since the Great Reces­
sion. If we can’t agree to repeal 
one simple provision, on the 
grounds of pragmatism, how 
can we possibly expect to doc­
tor the 2,300-page Dodd-Frank 
bill? Repeal of such a provision 
seems the first logical step to 
address the real and underlying 
issue in earnest.
34 beautiful words and their meanings
Assemblage: A  gathering 
Becoming: Attractive 
Brood: To think alone 
Bungalow: A  small, cozy 
cottage
Conflate: To blend together 
Dalliance: A  brief love 
affair
Demure: Shy and reserved 
Dissemble: Deceive 
Elixir: A  good potion 
Eloquence: Beauty and 
persuasion in speech 







response to provocation 
Gossamer: The finest piece 
of thread, a spider’s silk 
Harbinger: Messenger with 
news of the future 
Imbue: To infuse, instill 
Ingenue: A  naive young 
w o m a n
Inure: To become jaded 
Labyrinthine: Twisting and 
turning
Lagoon: A  small gulf or 
inlet
Languor: Listlessness
Lithe: Slender and graceful 
Offing: The sea between 
the horizon and the off­
shore
Opulent: Lush, luxuriant 
Petrichor: The smell of 
earth after rain 
Plethora: A  large quantity 
Quintessential: Most es­
sential
Ravel: To knit or unknit 
Ripple: A  very small wave 
Susurrus: Whispering, hiss­
ing
Vestigial: In trace amounts 
Woebegone: Sorrowful, 
downcast
Letter from the editor
The editor responds to a students take on “Intolerance 
against religious freedom”
It would seem that over the past week, there has been some mis­
interpretation regarding the piece I wrote pertaining to religious 
freedom in Indiana. Specifically, some have taken issue with the 
rhetoric use as well as the claims made over the details pertaining to 
the version of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act passed in In­
diana. I believe it is crucial that I dispel any misinformation that may 
be lingering on the vast expanses of cyberspace and set the record 
straight once and for all.
Let us begin with the law itself and what constitutes the “facts” 
surrounding such a piece of legislation. It has been well known for 
some time that more than 20 states currently have a RFRA version of 
their own that models the federal law signed by President Bilf Clin­
ton in 1993. However, each state has taken the liberty to modify such 
an act. In the case of Indiana, it specifically broadens the use of the 
law to include individual businesses. This is in line with other states, 
such as Missouri, which includes for-profits businesses controUed 
by one or two owners with religious beliefs. The only difference with 
the Indiana version is that it does not include an exemption for lo­
cal ordinances protecting homosexuals against discrimination. But 
even for those arguing that it would lead to blatant refusal of service 
on the basis of sexual orientation, why was there no focus on the lack 
of protections for sexual minorities in the state constitution? Even 
without RFRA, it is still legal to discriminate in Indiana on the basis 
of sexual orientation or gender identity in housing, employment and 
businesses open to the public.
This leads to the next claim that I had falsely declared that there 
were few instances of homosexual discrimination. Unfortunately, 
this was either taken out of context or not understood as pertain­
ing to the RFRA laws themselves. For as much as some would like 
to believe,there have been no cases of restaurants or stores for that 
matter, being sued for LGBT discrimination that have sought pro­
tection for their discriminatory acts under RFRA in the name of re­
ligious freedom. What we have seen is a dozen or so cases where 
Christian bakers and florists have refused to be forced to participate 
or cater to same-sex weddings. Just as I can say with 100 percent as­
surance that thus far only one case involving a photographer in New 
Mexico unsuccessfully sought protection under the states RFRA and 
was denied. Thus, the fear of mass discrimination against the gay 
community is quite overblown.
Furthermore, while some take issue with my language as being 
too contrived or extreme in my descriptions of these activists, let 
me remind everyone that those protesting this law and pushing a 
gay rights agenda do not speak for the majority of gays and lesbians. 
They are simply opportunists in the greater movement who seek to 
push a secular progressive agenda. Don’t believe me? Then ask the 
Christian owners of a small town pizzeria in Indiana. Those poor 
souls were conned by a leftist reporter into stating their religious 
beliefs on live television. Confessing their true beliefs in traditional 
marriage and their reservations to cater to a same-sex wedding,set 
off a smear campaign from so-called peaceful activists trying to tar­
nishing the reputation of a small family business. With attacks rang­
ing from horrific death threats, to proclamations of burning down 
their store, the family went into hiding for a few days. Thus, the use 
of such strong language correctly identifies such vicious attackers 
who seek to advance their agenda at any cost. It’s not enough to 
win the battle on same-sex marriage. Everyone must agree and that 
means Christian bakers and florists must compromise their beliefs 
no matter what.
Last but not least, this constant comparison to the Civil Rights 
movement of the 1960s is not only logically inconsistent, but also 
blatantly disrespectful. Trying to equate the plight of Black Ameri­
can’s with centuries of enslavement, torture and brutalization under 
the premise of racial inferiority is not even close to being identical to 
gay struggles. If you prefer statistics as some have mentioned, let us 
not forget that in 2012 alone roughly 60 percent of hate crimes were 
committed against blacks. Reminding us that much work remains to 
be done in helping our African American communitys.
Altogether, our individual freedoms as Americans should always 
be guaranteed. There is no room for discrimination in a free society, 
but this does not give others the right to impose their philosophy 
as they see fit. Religious freedom is a major stepping-stone of our 
democracy and I would agree that seeking balance between many of 
these freedoms should always be our first priority.
-Andrew Gomez-Seoane 
World Co-Editor
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even vJiLVi mj semeslep- onlj con5l5Ur^ o-f 1HP5t level ^ en-eds and mj second onl^  toeing IWelve cfiediLs 
xjeaf2- al ^ ope College has v?een mj c^zies-t and most -favotute jet. That's all thanks to one thing - The Ancho*c
\ staffed vJjuting fop- The Anchor vJaj vjacK- in the middle of mj sophomofZ-e jea^. \ had decided that \ Wanted to 
v?e a games jowj^ nalist afiep- \ g^-adwated, and WjUting fop- th€ school papep- seemed liKe a gi^ eat avenue -fop. honing mj 
joufLnalistic skills. \ hadn't vJfUtten fop- anything othefL than an online tolog that \ started the p^vious Septemtoep-, tout 
the toest Waj to get into Wruting is to staM WfUting, so i ^ iguf^ed I'd put mj name out the?^ e.
\ made sui^ e \ Was at the fip^i Sunday meeting 'oacv- tifiom ChfUstmas vp-eav- five minutes eaplj. cve^jone in The 
Anchor office Was talking, o?LganiZing stores and going ove^ mistal^ es -ffLom the p^vious issue, So l sat toacY- and Waited 
fop- things to guiet doWn. The edito(G-»n-Chief at the time, clena tf-ivet^ a, inti^ oduced me to the di-ffep-ent section editor, 
and thej each gave me a biUef descfUption of theii^  section. \ Knew instantlj though that \ Would toe WtUting fop- AfUs.
The AfUs section editors, Leigh Clouse and 'f^ ma CPm l , rtep-e {teallj nice to me. Thej Wet^ -e light on ideas that WeeK, 
so thej ashed ifi had anything i Wanted to WfUte atoout. \ had just seen the film, "Django Unchained, ” So \ ashed ifi could 
WfUte a ?LevieW ofit. Thej tooth loved the idea and told me \ had a Weeh to Wjute mj {^ evieW.
The onlj thing \ had p-evieWed in mj U-fe at that point Was a five-dollap- heading cap-& game fop- the flajStation Vita, so 
needless to saj tahing on a massive film lihe "Django Unchained" seemed a little daunting, i tooh mj time though, and the 
(Resulting piece Was something \ Was inc^ ditolj pfLoud of. \ didn't cap-e ifit Was perfect. The onlj thing that mattef^ -ed to 
me Was that \ had tfGed mj toest, and the finished pfcoduct got mj point ac^ss, even ifit Was moi^ e than a little tootUng.
bach in those dajS students actually Wanted to WfUte fop- The Anchor, so i Wasn't atole to WfUte evep-j Weeh- o-f second > 
semester. ToWaiuls the end of the jeap-, \ finalized that tooth Leigh and ifUna Would toe gtujduating, so I set mj sights on 
one of thei£- positions.
Spoiled- \ got the position. -ffUend bfUidj Van /'lalsen got the othejc Spot, and \ Couldn't have toeen mof^e excited.
That jeafL, bfMdj and \ set foiUh on oui*. agenda to tufU> the A Ms section into a toastion of enteMainment news and 
iteviews. We WfUte tuvieWs of on-campus events,- We {^viewed video games and movies,- We gave p-eadeps outc (Recommenda­
tions on What music to listen to, and We had a blast doing it. ^
being the A M s  section editor gave me an outlet at hope that i neveh- hnew i Wanted. \ could finally WfUte about all of 
the WeiM fofUns of enteMainment \ love. ftUm off-beat shows lihe "Twin Peahs," to mahing tun of an indie band Who 
let a membeMs infant child Watch ffUm the ffUnt fUW With no eah- plugs, nothing Was off limits to me.
half Waj thfUugh second semesteh- of mj juniop. jeah-, the editoh-s-»n-Chief at the time, James fRogeh-s and Claihe 
Call appfUached me about applying to be Co-cdito^tn-Chief the following jeah-. i had neveh- been the leader of anything 
in my lit?. Pd neveh- been the captain of a spoMs team; Pd nevep- been the pp-esident of Student Council; hell, Pd nevep- 
even led a discussion on comics at the comic stop-e neap- my house, fop- some p-eason though, \ hnew that being Co-cditop-- 
in-Chief of The Anchop- Was the job fop- me.
' got the job, and it Was cp-aiy p-ight t M m  the staM- fip-st off, Dining Sep-vices had to move offices top- the summep- 
since they P-ebuilt Phelps, so natup-ally they decided that p^ ap-p-anging the entip^ Anchop- office Was the best choice. As 
most constp-uction pp-ojects do, the one at Phelps toofc- longep- than it Was op-iginally supposed to, so oup- fip-st issue came in 
hot. We Wopxed as a team and pulled it togethep-, and in my opinion, it Was a pp^tty gpeat fip-st issue.
Anothep- insane thing that happened Was that We lost almost half of oup staff at the end of fip-st semestep. A few
people had alp-eady l^ noWn that they Wep-e going to be studying abpoad this spping, so We made supe We had people hiped «  i-. --- ***™***mzxJgti
fop the open spots. What We Wepen't ppepaped fop, hoWeveP, Wepe the people Who decided to study abPoad this semestep- t d k d S
duping the fall.
\ became the only Editop-in-Chief, oup- Ppoduction A^anagep, Amanda Littleton, tooK the*. Pole of Apts Co-editop as 
Well, one of oup Copy editops, fope iiancoch, too^  on tWo shifts and evepy othep editop stepped up to help tpain oup- 
neW hipes Ambep Lee CaPnahan, Hannah FihaaM, Ambep fpins and Duncan wlacLean. We ended up having to push oup 
fipst issue of the semestep bach a Weeh because We Wepe still tpaining new people, but the issue We ended up putting 
out Was somehow the best of the yeap.
That'S What'S gpeat about Wophing fop The Anchop - evepyone Wophs togethep- to help each othep out, and We don't 
leave on .Monday nights until the papep is done. We Went thPough hell multiple times this semestep, but each and evepy 
time something Went Wpong, We always came out on top.
I've always stpuggled to fit in at hope, and at times \ even consideped tpansfepping to a diffepent school, except 
fop- a few exceptional ppofessops and some equally gpeat fpiends, the one thing that always held me doWn hepe at hope, 
iPoniCally, is The Anchop. Even at the lowest of loWs, having ppoduction nights and Sunday meetings to looh fopWapd to 
evepy Weeh- Kept my spipits high, it's constant peliefin the sea of unceptainty that has been college.
Sitting in The Anchop office evepy Monday night has made Monday my favopite day of the WeeK, especially this 
semestep. Supe, We might be in hepe until \ a.m. most WeeKs because a Wpitep bailed at the last second op something, 
but even then nobody is evep upset When they leave the office. We love poKing -fun at each othep -fop dumb mistaKes, and 
some WeeKs We have unoffUial goofiest aMicle title contests. Thepe isn't any doubt in my mind that at the end of the 
day each and evepy one of the people Who gives theip time to The Anchop evepy WeeK Will be thepe -fop one anothep as 
fpiends. Tpy and say that about any othep opganiZation on hope's campus.
Some things I'm going to miss- Yelling at Duncan and his co-editop-, AleK MolenaaP to stop Wpiting theip stopies on 
ppoduction day. Tpashing dumb homeWopK assignments that maKe zepo sense With Lindsay Timmepman, the featupes 
Editop, \oeca\Ase We peally KnoW hoW things should WoPK. (Jot having to edit the SpoMs page because the Co-Editops,
Wole Metzlep and H-yle bePnaciaK, ape tWo epic spoMs Wpiteps. Watching Ambep- and Amanda maKe the A M s  sec­
tion Way mope awesome than When i Was editing it. hannah mahing fun of my childish taste in TV. The Wopld Editops,
AndPeW 6omez-Seoane and Shubham SapKota, nevep having theip page done on Monday night, but having it mipaculously 
finished When i Walh in to send it on Tuesday. Ambep being able to ignope us mahing -fun of each othep While she copy 
edits. foWeping thPough the last edits With hope, Who happily came in thpee houPs eaply and has saved us fpom using 
teppible gpammap on multiple occasions.These ape sepiously some of the best people I've evep KnoWn. i can't thanh any of 
them enough fop being the incpedible fpiends that they ape to me, and I'm Peally going to miss all of them immensely.
Peally, i can't state that enough.
i staMed my joupney as a games joup-nalist Wpiting -fbp The Anchop. Since then, I've become a fpeelance Wpitep fop 
t6y3 EnteMainment and an ejfpeM scpipt Wpitep fbp my oWn YouTube channel. I've Wpitten ovep \5o video game and movie 
P?vieWs, and most impoptantly, I've become EditopHn-Chief of The Anchop. i have a lot ofideas about What I'd liKe to do 
aftep i gpaduate, all of them Wpiting pelated. ThanKs to my time at The Anchop, I'm mope than qualified -fbp any job 
i could evep Want. Whepevep i go, i'll be taKing evepy single issue We put out this yeap- With me to pemind me of the 
incpedible people Who made up this yeaP's staff.
^o naltep- Which tWo people taKe my place, i KnoW this papep is going to be in good hands, if you'pe not gpaduating 
liKe i am and you have even the faintest desipe to get youp name in ppint, come and wpite -fbp The Anchop. Just be 
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Recapping 2014-2015 in Hope Athletics
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T his W eek In Sports
Kyle Bernaclak
Sports Co-Editor
This year in Hope College 
Athletics has been a wild one, to 
say the very least. Nicole Met- 
zler (’16), the Anchor Sports 
staff and myself (Kyle Bernaciak 
(’16)) have had a tremendous 
time covering every aspect of 
sports on campus.
Unlike previous years, almost 
every sports team in the 2014- 
2015 campaign had glimpses
of greatness during one point 
or another. Between a National 
Championship, MIAA Titles, 
N C A A  Tournament appearanc­
es and contention for the Com­
missioner s Cup, this year has by 
no means disappointed those 
faithful to the blue and orange.
The fall sports season was 
capped off by a stellar National 
Championship victory by the 
volleyball team in Newport 
News, Virginia. It-came amid
an incredible N CAA playoff run 
and finished with a victory over 
Emory University.
Additionally in the fall, there 
were great showings from the 
mens and womens cross coun­
try teams, the football team, 
both men's and womens golf 
and men's and women’s soc­
cer. The women’s soccer team 
went on to bring home a MIAA 
Championship.
In the winter, the hockey
team continued their winning 
ways by going on tremendous 
streaks of dominance. Also, 
men’s and women's basketball 
made strong conference runs. 
Finally, the swimming and div­
ing teams ended their seasons 
with strong team and individual 
performances.
Entering the spring seasons, 
Hope has a lead in both men’s 
and women’s sports for the 
Commissioner's Cup: an award
Track and field take on Dll opponents
Nicole Metzler
Sports Co-Editor
The Hope College track and 
field teams took their talents to 
the Grand Valley State Univer­
sity A1 Owens Classic last week­
end. The two-day event ended 
with a ninth place finish for the 
men and an 18th place finish for 
the women.
“We did not have a full team 
this weekend, but everyone 
who did compete performed 
extremely well,” Boone Marois 
(’16) said of the men's team. 
“There were several personal 
records achieved on a perfect, 
sunny day. Our team held its 
own against some very strong 
Division II programs.”
Marois gave the Flying Dutch- 
men one of two runners-up
spots in the 100-meter dash. He 
shaved 0.06 seconds off his pre­
liminary time to finish at 10.89 
seconds. Marois also finished 
sixth in the 200-meter dash at 
22.47 seconds, just ahead of his 
eighth place teammate Matthew 
Ruff (’18) who clocked in 22.67 
seconds.
The 800-meter run saw Bran­
don Wolliston (’18) run .a time 
of 1:55.71 to take eighth place. 
Cameron Jones (17) came in 
12th at 1:56.74. Shortly after, 
Nicholas Salomon (17) took the 
14th spot.
Ben Zank (15) finished 
strongly in the 1,500-meter 
run. The fourth place finish was 
earned with a time of 3:56.91. 
The next Hope runner to com- 
plete the race, Andrew Borror
(16), came in 15th at 4:03.28.
The longest distance event, 
the 5,000-meter run, saw Zach 
Williams (18) claim the ninth 
place spot with 15:46.14. Next 
for the Dutchmen was Matthew 
Rolain (15) in 14th at 16:09.64.
Erik Gonzalez (15) came in 
ninth in the 3,000-meter stee­
plechase. His final time was 
10:36.01. Gonzalez was the only 
Dutchmen to compete in the 
event.
The Hope 4x100 meter relay 
team of Luke Washington (16), 
Ruff, Matthew Pelyhes (17) and 
Marois claimed sixth with a time 
of 42.80 seconds.
Starting Hope strong in the 
field events, Dion Goliday (16) 
found his way to Hope's top- 
field event finish, taking second
in long jump with a distance of 
6.60 meters. Teammate Jeremy 
Richards (18) finished 12th with 
6.09 meters.
The Dutchmen finished with 
30 points. Michigan Technolog­
ical University placed ahead of 
them in eighth with 31.83 points 
and Davenport behind in 10th 
with 29 points.
“I have a lot of faith in our 
team,” Marois said. “We are a 
young squad, but we have a lot 
of people willing to do a lot of 
different events in order to help 
fill the gaps. We were able to win 
the MIAA Jamboree, and I be­
lieve that we can make a run for 
the conference title.”
The Dutch rolled in seven 
points to secure 18th place over­
all on Saturday, missing 17th by 
one point.
“There were some stellar per­
formances and major PRs this 
weekend," Katherine Hauge (’15) 
said. “Many of the Hope runners 
had major performance break­
throughs, which was really ex­
citing to watch.”
Emma Ropski (’17) nabbed 
the eighth place spot in the 
800-meter run with a time of 
2:17.84. She was the only Hope 
woman to compete in the event.
Maria Lohrstorfer (’18) took 
19th in the 5,000-meter run at 
19:37.49. Alexis Guttilla (18) 
was the next Hope runner to 
finish the event, coming in 25th 
with a time of 19:55.01.
The Dutch took ninth in the 
400-meter hurdles with Sierra 
Schultz (17) running a time of 
1:05.96. Hauge finished seventh 
in the 3,000-meter steeplechase 
at 12:14.55.
Over in the field events, Jor- 
dyn Severt (15) took the 11th 
spot in high jump with a dis­
tance of 1.52 meters. Pearson 
made 14th in long jump at 5.04 
meters. Meredith Rinke (18) 
threw 32.56 meters in javelin.
“In this meet, Hope went up 
against some incredibly fast run­
ners. I think the team learned 
how handle ourselves when 
faced with tough competition.
I think Hope represented itself 
well," Hauge said. “Everything is 
coming together in this last part 
of the season.”
The men’s and women’s teams 
will be sending athletes to either 
the Gina Relays in Hillsdale on 
April 23-25 or the Moussee 
Classic in Grand Rapids from 
April 24-25.
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M e n ’s Lacrosse
vs. Albion at 7  p.m.
Friday April 24
M e n ’s Golf 
N C A A  Division III Qualifier 
at W u s k o w h a n  Players Club at T E A
Saturday April 25
M e n ’s Golf
N C A A  Division III Qualifier 
at W u s k o w h a n  Players Club 
Final R o u n d  at T E A
W o m e n ’s Golf
N C A A  Division III Qualifier 
at Ra vi n e s  Golf Club at T E A
29lh99n
M e n ’s Tennis
vs. Calvin at 1 0  a.m.
M e n ’s Lacrosse
vs. Calvin at 1  p.m.
Baseball
vs. A l m a  at 1  a n d  3  p.m.
Softball
vs. Adrian at 1  a n d  3  p.m.
W o m e n ’s Lacrosse
vs. Albion at 4  p.m.
In B rief
S0RBALL VICTORIOUS ON THE ROAD
Over.the weekend, the softball 
team earned a pair of victories 
on the road against the Belles of 
St. Mary’s College. Not only did 
this pair of wins bump the team 
up in the national ranking to 21st 
overall, but it brings them to! a 
second-place tie in the MIAA.
In the first game, the Fly­
ing Dutch won 9-2 in seven in­
nings. Then, in the nightcap, 
the Dutch beat the Belles 12-4 
in six innings. Overall, Hope 
is 25-5 and 10-2 in the league.
In the first game, Sierra 
Mutschler (T8) hit a two-run 
home run in the top of the sev­
enth to propel the team to a 
seven-run inning. She now has 
nine home runs on the year.
In the second game, the 
Dutch were able to gain 
momentum early after a 
seven-run second inning.
Additionally, Nata­
lie Hiser (T5) earned the 
win on the mound and im­
proved to 8-0 on the season.
TENNIS CLAIMS 22ND CONFERENCETITLE
' •jiib.J L
Hope College’s womeji’^ e  i- 
nis team won their 22nd conre|r- 
ence title last weekend, making 
this the third time in four sea­
sons that the Dutch have come 
out on top of the MIAA.
Hope defeated Olivet Col­
lege 9-0 on Friday at the Vande 
Poel-Herringa Stadium. Even 
with the perfect results, it wasn’t 
until Saturday that the Dutch 
clenched their title. They swept 
Adrian College 9-0.
The conference title is being 
shared with Kalamazoo Col­
lege for the time being, but if 
the Dutch can defeat Trine on 
Wednesday, they can claim it for 
themselves.
Hope has won 59 of 63 
matches so far with Kalamazoo 
dealing out the only defeats.
M e n ’s lacrosse back to winning ways Baseball rolls past Albion
Nicole Metzler
Sports Co-Editor
Hope College’s men's lacrosse 
team narrowly defeated Milwau­
kee School of Engineering 14-12 
on Saturday. The win raised their 
season record to 5-9. The Flying 
Dutchmen are now in fifth place 
in the MIAA conference.
Gunnar Elder (17) led the 
scoring for Hope with six goals. 
He has scored 41 goals so far 
this season, which is just under 
the school record of 48 set by 
Josh Kamstra (13) in 2013. His 
41 goals are currently tied with 
Caleb Digison (14) for the sec­
ond best spot of the list. With 
two regular season games left on 
the schedule and an average of 
2.9 goals per game, Elder will be 
well within reaching distance of 
the record.
Hopes first goal of the game 
came from a man-up opportu­
nity. Milwaukee received a pen­
alty for having too many players 
of the field, and Mike Odea (18), 
with an assist by Elder, scored 
his 14th goal of the season.
Elder took the next two goals 
before Milwaukee made the 
scoreboard with two of their 
own.
The Dutchmen had one more 
goal in them at the end of the 
first quarter. A failed shot at­
tempt by Zach Weber (17) led 
to an open slot for Ty Miedema
(17) . The buzzer rang with Hope 
in the lead, 4-2.
Milwaukee got the first score 
of the second quarter. With 10 
minutes on the clock, the Dutch­
men retaliated. Odea shot, but 
was blocked. Grant Brogan’s
(18) shot went high. Elder’s at­
tempt was saved. Brogan picked 
up the ground ball and was fi­
nally able to give Hope the goal, 
25 seconds after Odea first tried 
to do the same.
Hope’s persistent style of 
play saw a snag, as Milwaukee 
found the back of the net with­
in the same minute as Brogan's 
goal and another two minutes 
later at 6:52. Milwaukee's Mike 
Caelwaerts lost his face-off with 
Adam Vander Ploeg (17), and 
Will Dommermuth (16) picked 
up the ground ball. It was later 
passed to Elder, and he scored 
his tjurd goal.
Elder assisted the next goal by 
Miedema before the Dutchmen
saw another Milwaukee goal go 
in. Elder took charge and made 
his fourth successful attempt 
and Hope’s eighth. Milwaukee 
scored once more before the 
first half was over to take their 
tally to seven.
Showing more of his domi­
nance, Elder started the third 
quarter with two goals. At 6:56 
left, Weber picked up the ground 
ball and placed it into the net for 
Hope's 11th. Weber’s goal paved 
the way for another goal for the 
home side just 26 seconds later, 
this time from Miedema. Parker 
Osterink (T6) came in with the 
assist.
Unfortunately for Hope, the 
next two goals were won by Mil­
waukee, shrinking the score dif­
ference to three. Odea and Bro­
gan were able to close out the 
third quarter with two points, 
leaving the scoreboard reading 
13-9.
The two Hope goals at the end 
of the third proved to be crucial 
for the Dutchmen. By the end of 
the game, Milwaukee had scored 
the only three goals in the fourth 
quarter. The home team edged 
their opponents 14-12 to see the 
winning side for the first time in 
four games.
“I think we performed pretty 
well. We came out slow to start 
the game but came out of half­
time rolling. We weren’t able to 
put them away but were able 
to hold the lead to get the very 
much needed win," Elder said.
The Dutchmen will close 
out the regular season with two 
home games. The first will be 
against conference leaders Albi­
on College on Wednesday, April 
22 at 7 p.m. while the second will 
be a rivalry game with Calvin 
College on Saturday, April 25 at 
1 p.m. Calvin is currently in last 
place in the MIAA Conference, 
having not beaten a conference 
team at all this season.
“To end on a high note, we 
just need to lay everything on 
the line. We need to play like 
it’s our last time ever. We need 
to play as a team,” Elder said. 
“If we are able to do the little 
things right we will be success­
ful. We need to play for our se­
niors. Their days left of lacrosse 
are limited, and they have given 
so much to this season and pro­
gram. They deserve to go out in 
the best way possible.”
Casey Rutledge
Staff W riter
With 96 runs in the last nine 
games, it's no wonder that the 
Hope College baseball team has 
been able to rattle off eight wins 
in the process.
On Saturday, the Flying 
Dutchmen took two games in 
dominating fashion at the hand 
of Albion College by the scores 
of 12-3 and 10-2. Austin Goo- 
dyke (T6) got the win in the first 
game as he pitched six innings, 
allowing seven hits, while giving 
up three runs and striking out 
five.
In the second game, Ty Van 
Wieren (T7) threw five and one- 
third innings, striking out three, 
while allowing one run on three 
hits.
"Going 8-1 in our last nine 
and scoring at the rate we are 
scoring shows what we are ca­
pable of, and it sets the tone as 
we approach the latter half of
our season," Goodyke said when 
asked about the hot streak. “If 
we can continue to play like we 
have been, there is no reason we 
can’t make a run.”
Hope took total advantage of 
mistakes on the defensive end of 
Albion, as four of their first five 
runs were unearned.
"As a team we have really fo­
cused on a whole different men­
tality of being gritty and want­
ing to be the guy that is going 
to step up in a big spot,” Devin 
Schaefers (T5) said. “I think the 
attitude we have right now is a 
big reason as to why we are get­
ting things done.” Schaefers has 
been red hot as of late, going 4-7 
in Saturday’s pair of games with 
four RBIs.
Luke Brower (T6) singled 
up the box in the second inning 
,scoring a pair and giving Hope a 
5-0 lead, as the bases were load-
Schaefers who singled in a run 
and was later scored on anoth­
er Brower hit, this time an RBI 
double. The fifth inning was 
capped by a Ryan Konkle (’16) 
three-run blast to right center 
field that helped stamp the vic­
tory for the Dutchmen in game 
one. Brower lead the team with 4 
RBI, as Konkle added three.
“In baseball, there are going 
to be days where the ball finds 
gaps,” Schaefers said. “Then 
there are days where no matter 
how hard you hit it, someone 
will track it down. Hitting is 
contagious, and it normally just 
takes a few guys to string some 
hits together in order to get us 
going. Today, some guys stepped 
up, that's just how it works.”
The second game featured a 
bit of the same as Schaefers led 
the way with the bat going 2-4 
with three RBIs. "Absolutely," 
Schaefers said when he was 
asked if he feels he can be the 
guy to step up in a tough spot. 
“There is nothing more I want as 
a senior than to be a difference 
maker and a guy that the team 
can trust.”
Speaking of stepping up, it 
was Danny Carrasco (’18) who 
followed the act of Schaefers, 
after Schaefers broke the score­
less seal for Hope, down 2-0 in 
the sixth inning with a two-RBI 
single. Carrasco singled through 
the middle and into center field, 
breaking the 2-2 tie and giv­
ing the Dutchmen the lead that 
they needed in the bottom of the 
sixth.
Hope went on to score 10 in 
the sixth, as Tyler Gulick (’18) 
added two hits of his own and 
batting in the 10th run of the 
game.
Alongside Goodyke on Satur­
day, it was Van Wieren who im­
pressed just as much.
“I think the big thing for me 
lately is being able to use my 
fastball to get ahead in counts,” 
Van Wieren said. “That allows 
me to set the batter up and get 
them to swing at pitches that I 
want them to swing at.”
Van Wieren has given up just 
six hits in his last two games, 
while sporting an average of 
over six strikeouts per game. 
He credited the offense when 
he said, "It definitely makes my 
job easier [when pitching with a 
lead]. We as pitchers don’t have 
to worry as much about making 
mistakes, and we can pitch our 
game.”
“We have four solid starters 
who are all throwing well, a bull­
pen that is getting the job done, 
and an offense that is produc­
ing in bunches,” Goodyke said. 
“I hope to continue to get better 
as the season progresses just like 
the rest of the guys do. We’ve 
got a great group of freshman 
combined with a core group of 
returners that has led to great 
camaraderie.”
Overall, Hope is 18-12 and 
11-9 in MIAA play. With only 
two series remaining before the 
conference tournament, the 
Dutchmen hope to make a final 
push and receive a good seed.
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ed by a handful of Albion errors. 
Then, in the fifth it was
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VETERANS LEAD THE CHARGE—  (Above) Brady Vander- 
Weele (’16) loads before driving a base hit into the outfield. 
Below) Devin Schaefers (’15) m a k e s  a throw to first base af­
ter fielding a groundball. Both of these players have had a tre­
m e n d o u s  am o u n t  of success while in the orange and blue.
